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TTreasonreason by Stuart Woods
Helping his close friend discretely identify and remove a destructive traitor hiding within a classified agency, Stone Barrington is
embroiled in an audacious plot that threatens to reveal confidential intelligence. By the Edgar Award-winning author of Chiefs.

The Family Business 5The Family Business 5 by Carl Weber
Vegas, Junior and Rio uncover devastating secrets while working to clear their father’s name, while Paris discovers clues that Niles
Monroe might still be alive. By the best-selling author of The Preacher’s Son.

Hunter Killer : A NoHunter Killer : A Novvelel by Brad Taylor
When a suspicious attack ends a friend’s life in a lawless region of South America, Pike Logan teams up with Jennifer Cahill to investigate
a crew of Russian assassins that may be targeting Taskforce members.

MorMoral compass : A Noal compass : A Novvelel by Danielle Steel
The students at an elite private school that has admitted females for the first time navigate painful secrets, family dynamics and a prying
media in the aftermath of a Halloween event that is upended by a classmate’s alcohol poisoning.

Cleaning the Gold : A Jack Reacher and Will TCleaning the Gold : A Jack Reacher and Will Trent Short Storyrent Short Story by Karin Slaughter
Going undercover for an assignment at Fort Knox to solve a 22-year-old murder, Will Trent investigates chief suspect Jack Reacher, who
would bring down a dangerous criminal ring at the heart of America’s military.

ManMany Rivy Rivers to Crossers to Cross by Peter Robinson
A second entry in the three-part story arc that began with Careless Love finds detective Alan Banks investigating a racially sensitive case
that is complicated by a friend’s precarious circumstances.

A Small TA Small Town : A Noown : A Novvelel by Thomas Perry
Two years after a prison break unleashes hundreds of violent convicts on a local community, a police officer goes undercover to track
down and eliminate 12 dangerous conspirators. By the Edgar Award-winning author of The Butcher’s Boy.

The RivThe River Murderser Murders by James Patterson
A bind-up of three suspenseful tales includes the previously released Hidden and Malicious as well as the new thriller, Malevolent, in
which private investigator Mitchum desperately hunts the perpetrator of attacks against his loved ones.

Country StrongCountry Strong by Linda Lael Miller
When Shallie Fletcher, a woman from his past, returns to Painted Pony Creek in need of his help in learning how to train horses, Cord
Hollister, agreeing to help her for two weeks, finds himself drawn to her and wanting her to stay—forever.

The VThe Vanishinganishing by Jayne Ann Krentz
Decades after a mysterious explosion causes the members of their community to develop strange otherworldly symptoms, local
investigator Cat teams up with an enigmatic scientist to stop a killer who may be behind a partner’s disappearance.

HindsightHindsight by Iris Johansen
Investigating the baffling murders of two staff members at a school for the blind, investigator Kendra Michaels draws on her experience
with a former sight disability to uncover a terrifying conspiracy.
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Into the FireInto the Fire by Gregg Hurwitz
Helping a murder victim’s cousin who is being violently pursued for a mysterious key, Nowhere Man Evan Smoak eliminates a series of
dangerous threats before discovering that he is being personally targeted. By the author of Out of the Dark.

Hitting a StrHitting a Straight Lick With a Crookaight Lick With a Crooked Stick : Stories from the Harlem Renaissanceed Stick : Stories from the Harlem Renaissance by Zora Neale
Hurston
Featuring eight lesser-known stories, a collection of Harlem Renaissance tales by the revered folklorist and author of Their Eyes Were
Watching God explores subjects ranging from class and migration to racism and sexism.

Deep StateDeep State by Chris Hauty
When a controversial populist candidate is elected president over an increasingly partisan America, the assassination of the White House
chief of staff reveals a far-ranging conspiracy that implicates insiders at the most hidden levels of government.

A LA Longer Fallonger Fall by Charlaine Harris
A sequel to An Easy Death finds Lizbeth Rose going undercover with an old friend when a transport job involving a stolen crate threatens
an alternate-world Dixie with a violent rebellion.

Heart of Black IceHeart of Black Ice by Terry Goodkind
A conclusion to the best-selling series that began with Death’s Mistress finds the Norukai preparing for an ultimate war while a captive
King Grieve, Lila and Bannon discover the terrifying force that threatens the Old World with destruction.

When YWhen You See Me : A Noou See Me : A Novvelel by Lisa Gardner
FBI Special Agent Kimberly Quincy and Sergeant Detective DD Warren join forces with Flora Dane and true-crime savant Keith Edgar to
investigate the secrets of a deceased serial killer. By the award-winning author of The Neighbor.

House on Fire : A NoHouse on Fire : A Novvelel by Joseph Finder
Eagerly accepting a job investigating whistleblower claims about the manufacturer of an opioid that contributed to an army buddy’s
death, Nick Heller uncovers dangerous secrets implicating a powerful family. By the award-winning author of Killer Instinct.

NakNaked Came the Florida Maned Came the Florida Man by Tim Dorsey
Enjoying a cemetery road trip with his brother, Serge A. Storms investigates an urban myth about a boogeyman that haunts an old sugar
field before uncovering possible links between the story and the Naked Florida Killer. 75,000 first printing.

American Dirt : A NoAmerican Dirt : A Novvelel by Jeanine Cummins
Selling two favorite books to an unexpectedly erudite drug-cartel boss, a bookstore manager is forced to flee Mexico in the wake of her
journalist husband’s tell-all profile and finds her family among thousands of migrants seeking hope in America.
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